Bhog Message from BapDada through Sister Mohini on Sunday, November 10, 2019

You were all seated with lots of love for Baba in your hearts. When I reached the subtle region, Baba was meeting each child with powerful and love-full Drishti. You all must have also experienced this meeting. Baba kept giving this drishti for a long time and said, all my task takes place through Drishti. Baba was feeding the power of love in everyone. Baba said in the current time, we are paying different accounts of the body, mind, relationships etc. We get help from Baba through remembrance, but also through our own power of love, we can heal many things. Through the rays of our own power of love, we can clear any obstacle of our mind such as lack of concentration, problems, losing hope, heaviness etc. If we have God’s love in our heart we can clear these obstacles. Baba also helps but our own power of love can clear these. As Baba is the bestower of happiness and remover of sorrow, can you bring stability of your mind through the power of God’s love? Do you still need to go to Baba and ask Him to resolve your problems? OR do you tell Baba that I can resolve my problems.

Who thinks that Baba has to resolve my problems?

Whatever love Baba has given to you, this love has the power to make your mind stable.

Baba accepted the Bhog and Baba said this family and this building will be called “Sahyogi Bhavan” (Cooperation house) because of everyone’s help and cooperation this family will keep on growing. Those who are cooperative will get cooperation in return. You are all cooperative and so be cooperative in the future and you will keep on receiving Baba’s cooperation. When you sit in Baba’s room to create powerful atmosphere, this is also cooperation. Some will give cooperation by body, through money, skills etc. You accumulate through this cooperation so that Baba can give you extra cooperation. This extra help will make very big obstacles small. One is your cooperation and other is Baba’s cooperation. With Baba’s cooperation, you will be able to do more and unlimited. Your body will stay healthy, your mind will be clear
and you will also have resources to help the yagya. Your capacity will also increase. As there are so many achievements of Yoga, there are so many achievements of cooperation. Whatever Baba is saying now, you must have experienced before also. This place has this speciality. The example of cooperation is the “power of gathering”. You can break one stick you can but you can’t break bunch of sticks. With cooperation, the power of the gathering becomes stronger.

The third achievement of cooperation is “Ekmat” (Oneness in opinions) So Baba shared four achievements: you will get cooperation from Baba; you will have growth; you will be able to do more and unlimited with unity.

Whose opinion do we follow?

We are doing for Baba because we are one family. This therefore becomes example for the world.

Whoever said “Baba” once, even though that child forgets Baba afterwards, or go on “Spiritual Holidays”, they stay in Baba’s eyes forever. Than the time comes when they realize that I must do some effort, some yoga.

For world service collective power is very necessary. So, children use Baba’s rays of love and light on the self so that these obstacles and accounts will get settled. You all are OK and you will be OK in the future.